
Mines at Rock Springs, Wyo.

"AT THE SIGN OF THE PEACOCK'

For your information

and investigation

An order for ROCK SPRINGS does not mean PEACOCK,
but an order for PEACOCK means

genuine ROCK SPRINGS

In selecting a coal for DOMESTIC USE, that will best suit all parties,

you must find one

THAT does not coke heavily, but does cake enough to hold the form

while burning, thus insuring perfect combustion, qualities found nowhere

so marked as in PEACOCK.
THAT does not disintegrate under heat, caused by the expanding of

the moisture, which is high in lignites, less but still high in most other coals

and less in PEACOCK than in any other. It is the large percentage of ash

and live coals mixed together under highest heat that producers clinkers;

the small, disintegrated coal mixed with the ash creates clinker that cost

the price of coal in weight but has no value. Peacock being almost pure,

with very little moisture, is worth, for these reasons, fully ten per cent more
than any other coal, yet you pay the same price as for others,

THAT is more lasting and gives the most attractive fire in the Grate or

open Stove; in this PEACOCK has no competitor. Equals the cheerful fire

of ENGLISH CANNEL, without the excessive ash of latter.

THAT produces the least floating dust in removing the ash, so de-

structive to furnishings and to the nerves; PEACOCK having so little ash

may be called dust-proof.

PEACOCK has the advantage over GAS for heating and cooking in

economy and in the greater advantage of keeping the house continually

supplied with pure, fresh air, drawing it into the house through every closed

window and door and discharging it through the chimney.

REFERENCE is made to comments on reverse of this page. BUYERS,
with a little care, may always get genuine PEACOCK coal, as every Dealer

is furnished with circulars which Buyers may have for the asking; if the

circular cannot be shown, neither can the coal.

An inquiry by postal to 119 Chronicle Building, San Francisco, will give

names of Dealers selling PEACOCK ROCK SPRINGS COAL.

FOR SALE BY

Your Nearest Dealer

But don't accept any *'just as good''

Ask us.

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION TO

CHARLES R. ALLEN, m Chronicle Bidg., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.


